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Star Fish: 
Out of 
the Ashes

Fire for any yard is a tragic event, 
but the tragedy is all the more 

enhanced when it happens to a 
one-yacht yard. At the time of the 
fire on Star Fish, in build at Kiwi 
yard McMullen & Wing, she was 75 
per cent completed, interiors were 
going in and the finished yacht was 
really beginning to emerge. How 
McMullen’s MD David Porter must 
have felt as he stood and watched his 
yard’s biggest and only superyacht 
project on fire is barely imaginable. 
“To see so much of it go up in flames 
at such a late stage is absolutely heart 
breaking to us all,” said Porter at the 
time. “It’s naturally a time of great 
uncertainty for everyone in the short 
term as we grapple with the many 
issues this raises.” 
 
The yard was later forced to cut 
a significant percentage of jobs, 
although in a move consistent with 
the local Kiwi camaraderie between 
marine businesses, some of the local 
companies moved to take on some 
of McMullen’s staff as a short-term 
employment solution. That, combined 
with a number of smaller commercial 
and refit projects, has enabled the 
yard to retain its core technical and 
leadership base of supervisors and 
leading hands.

Usually, with a fire the results are 
irreparable and that’s where the 
yacht’s story ends; the yacht, and 
often the shed it was in, is a write off. 
By example, a 2011 fire at Sunreef 
assembly hall destroyed the building 
and the four sub-30m catamarans 
inside it; and a fire at Baglietto in 
2009 completely destroyed the near 
complete 53m Hull 202. For Star Fish, 
however, the story continues. After 
prolonged and detailed investigation 
by the independent insurance teams 
and class, the yacht has been declared 
fit for completion and most crucially 
will be fully in compliance with 
class. Although completion will still 
hopefully take place, Star Fish’s path 
will now take a different direction. At 
the conclusion of the investigation 
Star Fish’s owner, Richard Beattie, 
decided not to pursue the project to 
completion and has put the hull and 
it’s assets up for sale for completion by 
its new owner. 

“Everyone involved with the project 
knows how much energy, how much 
creativity went into her vision, design 
and creation. Ultimately, it was a 
financial decision. As many in the 
industry know, I am also the owner of 
Big Fish… It was never my intention 
to own two large yachts, and given 
the additional time and financial 
resources that would be required to 
complete Star Fish, I have decided to 
give another owner the opportunity to 
carry forward with her completion,” 
said Beattie. 

So, what next? We met with Michael 
Eaglen, commercial manager at 
McMullen & Wing in February 2013, 
to discuss Star Fish and the yard’s plans 
to see her through to completion. 
Since the future of the project was 
clarified and the hull was put up 
for sale the project has generated 
significant interest, and the yard is 
in discussion with several interested 
parties. Crucially, with the exception 
of the main shed, the rest of the 
yard including the main offices was 
undamaged and the tender, design 
and refit teams remain operational. 
This makes it easier for things to carry 
on at the yard relatively as normal 
and, should the sale be made, work 
could resume fairly quickly. 

“Everyone involved 
with the project knows 
how much energy, how 
much creativity went into 
her vision, design and 
creation.” 

In our July 2012 issue (135), on pages 37-44, we published 
an in-build report on Star Fish, the 50m explorer yacht in 
build at McMullen & Wing. Tragically the yacht fell victim 
to fire just one month later, in August 2012. Despite the 
damage sustained in the fire the yacht has since been 
approved by class for rebuild and the project is now 
for sale and makes for an interesting business 
prospect. Ellie Brade reports. 
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THE PROSPECT
It has been just over six months 
since the fire, and in that time the 
fire-damaged interior of the yacht 
has been removed, and all the 
damaged parts stripped back. The 
fire gutted the interior, and damaged 
the superstructure sufficiently to 
warrant the replacement of the 
aluminium fabrications. By contrast, 
the hull was mostly undamaged, with 
laser measurements confirming no 
distortion to the steel hull, and the 
95 per cent complete engine room 
also sustained only minor damage. 
Extensive survey work has been 
undertaken by Germanischer Lloyd, 
and the entire yacht assessed to ensure 
that only items that can be delivered to 
as-new superyacht standard remain.

At the time of the fire the yacht was 75 
per cent complete, and in its current 
state is now 40 per cent complete. It’s 
a funny kind of 40 per cent though, 
and this is what makes her a financially 
interesting prospect as there are many 
aspects of her that are still completed 
to the level of an 80 per cent complete 
yacht and the investment that comes 
with that has already been made. For 
example, the engine room would never 
be completed on a normal yacht that 
was 40 per cent built, but on Star Fish 
it is, as it was the one area of the yacht 
that was predominantly spared by the 
fire. Looking round the yacht now it is 
actually remarkable just how structurally 
OK it looks, particularly when you bear 
in mind that a half finished yacht is 
never the prettiest of beasts. 

For a new owner, the loss of that 35 
per cent of work could be beneficial to 
the situation as it has brought options 
to the project and means that there 
are a multitude of design changes 
that could be made because the 
superstructure and interior must, by 
necessity, be redone. 

The stigma of the fire is an obvious 
albatross that the yacht will wear 
around its neck, but Eaglen is 
confident that the right client will help 
dissipate this. “The important thing to 
remember is that she is fully warranted 
and she will go out as a brand new 
boat,” said Eaglen. “She is being taken 
back to the standard she was at pre-
fire: any hint of fire damage will either 
be repaired or replaced.” 

DESIGN PLATFORMS
The McMullen team has worked with 
a number of designers, including 
Claydon Reeves and Gregory C. 
Marshall, who originally designed Star 
Fish, to create new design concepts 
for the yacht, using the existing 
platform. See pages 45 and 46 for 
renderings and design statements of 
these concepts. The idea with this 
programme is to showcase the many 
options available to a new owner, and 
demonstrate that they wouldn’t just 
be buying Star Fish, but instead the 
base hull of an explorer yacht, with 
numerous development opportunities 
to make it their own. Of course, 
should they choose to build the yacht 
as Star Fish, that option is still there as 
well. 

“she is being taken back 
to the standard she was  
at pre-fire: any hint of  
fire damage will either  
be repaired or replaced.”

DESIGNER’S COMMENTS (Gregory C Marshall) 
“this edited concept is a clear development of the family lineage, drawing together the best and most popular elements of both Big 

fish and star fish. aesthetically, it presents an attractive elongation of the Big fish’s strong masculine profile, and builds further even 

from star fish in the extended outdoor living opportunities. Like star fish, the main salon opens on to a wide covered aft deck and looks 

across a striking 6m splash pool. on the practical side, this concept provides ample storage and accommodation for a large crew and 

brings back the stair linking the crew areas directly to the bridge ensuring efficient operations for owner or charter use. on the technical 

side, tankage volumes are generous and the hull form has been proven to offer outstandingly low resistance, the combination offering 

efficient cruising and long expedition range. 

“i think that whilst the fire was a tragic blow to the project, the resulting opportunity to build on this outstanding platform at a highly 

respected shipyard like McMullen & Wing should be very attractive. in working up various concepts for the boat we’re finding the design 

possibilities very exciting.”

firE daMagE on star fish (cLockWisE 
froM top LEft): basE of stairs, boW, 
forEdEck, forWard crEW cabins, 
guEst cabins
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thE coMMutEr concEpt is a dEvELopMEnt of thE cruisEr option. shE is dEsignEd as a vEssEL idEaL for MEditErranEan usE, 
Motoring froM onE idyLLic Location to anothEr. bEginning With thE WELL-baLancEd LinEs of thE tridEck Layout WE addEd
a raciEr, fLush WindscrEEn for a sLEEkEr Look.

CLAyDON REEvES PROFILES
Rather than offering the project to 
be completed as ‘Star Fish’, the yard 
is instead primarily marketing it as an 
edited version (see page 45) that has 
been created by Marshall. “We think 
this new design is a better centre piece 
for sale design-wise, than what Star 
Fish was going to be as she was a very 
individual yacht,” said Eaglen. “The 
new design is very focused on what 
we think the market wants, based on 
customer and broker feedback.” 

Essentially the new Marshall design 
represents an elongated version of Big 
Fish, but combined with touches of Star 
Fish. The lower deck layout matches 
that of Star Fish, but it has Big Fish’s 
upper deck, and is without Star Fish’s 
bridge up top. “We are quite upfront 
about drawing on the more popular 
aspects of Big Fish in this new concept,” 
said Eaglen. “Big Fish represents a 
good foundation and we’ve returned 
the best aspects of her to this design 
that in some ways Star Fish had strayed 
away from.” Elements such as the open 
three-storey stair atrium, voluminous 
owner’s suite and entertainer’s sun 
deck that proved popular on Big Fish 
have been returned, presented in 
combination with the 6m splash pool, 
guest library and the extended crew 
and storage capacity of Star Fish. 

Although that Marshall design is 
the main concept being presented 
to market, the Claydon Reeves 
renderings and designer statements 
show that the possibilities for the 
platform are vast and would mostly 
depend on the owner’s scope and 
vision and the designer they choose 
to work with. The yard is still working 
in collaboration with other designers 
and will continue to present the new 
concepts as food for thought for 
interested parties. 

In terms of the charter potential for 
the yacht, that remains, but of course 
this would come back to what the 
new owner wanted the yacht to be 
and how they planned to use it. But 
the success of Big Fish suggests the 
potential is more than there. “As with 
Big Fish, Star Fish was designed with 
the overriding purpose of luxurious 
voyaging in remote, less-travelled parts 
of the world,” said Beattie. “Unlike the 
vast majority of luxury yachts, she was 

conceived and built to perform best 
where seaworthiness, range and self-
sufficiency count the most.” 

THE FIGURES
As a business proposal the figures 
of a Star Fish completion are very 
appealing and it is easy to see why the 
project has generated the interest it 
has. Even compared to the yachts of a 
comparable size on the secondhand 
market she is good value, but of course 
she will be a new yacht on completion 
and so the value is all the greater. 

As they are, the Star Fish hull and assets 
are valued at over US$14m, but the sale 
price will be a fraction of that figure. 
Millions of dollars worth of assets that 
were purchased for the final fit-out 
fill McMullen’s stores: the list of assets 
included in the hull sale stretches 
to more than 70 pages and includes 
television screens, custom helm chairs, 
passerelle, cranes, dive compressor, 
navigation electronics, fridges and 
cookware. Even in terms of the value 
of the assets alone, never mind the 
steelwork done or other investment made 
to date, she will be a mighty bargain for 
whoever takes the project on, even with 
the completion costs to consider.

On top of material assets, including 
the hull, millions of dollars of design 
and engineering time have also already 
been invested in the project. “The Star 
Fish team, including key McMullen & 
Wing players, spent an extraordinary 
amount of time on board Big Fish 
understanding those aspects of her 
design and equipment inventory that 
worked well, and those that could be 
improved upon,” said Beattie. “The 
new owner of Star Fish, of course, will 
benefit in many ways significantly from 
this fine-tuning R&D.” 

MCMULLEN 
& WING
any significant event like the fire on 

star fish will bring questions about the 

future of the company involved. despite 

the obvious setbacks suffered as a result 

of the fire, McMullen & Wing remains 

a privately owned and operated family 

company and, according to the yard, 

financially stable.

as the fire spared all areas of the 

yard, with the exception of the shed 

housing star fish, the yard remains 

operational and it has retained all key 

staff in leadership and skill base areas. 

commercial and refit work has provided 

continuity and maintained base activity 

levels while a buyer is sought for star 

fish. the procurement of further orders 

also continues as normal. 

the yard is also using this time to 

invest in its future. it is putting significant 

focus on process development and will 

be adopting the Lean Manufacturing 

programme, which has had significant 

success at other superyacht shipyards. 

another focus is the r&d division, 

with the aim of reducing the build and 

running costs of new superyachts by 20 

per cent through design and innovation.

the yard is still working 
in collaboration with 
other designers and will 
continue to present the 
new concepts as food for 
thought for interested 
parties.

thE ExpLorEr profiLE cLosELy foLLoWs thE originaL dEsign Ethos bEhind star fish – a purposEfuL, Long- rangE vEssEL 
containing gEnErous & coMfortabLE accoMModation & carrying a fuLL coMpLEMEnt of EquipMEnt & toys.

thE cruisEr concEpt offErs a MorE convEntionaL tridEck styLE to thE Existing star fish huLL pLatforM. containing Many 
typicaL cLaydon rEEvEs’ styLing cuEs, shE baLancEs gracEfuL LinEs & rEfinEd concavE surfacEs With MiniMaL, discrEEt 
dEtaiLs. 

rEndEring of star fish, bEforE thE firE
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yACHTS OF FIvE yEARS OLD OR LESS, bETWEEN 46M AND 54M, COMPARAbLE TO STAR FISH 
CURRENTLy FOR SALE 

Name Type Year LOA Yard Price Broker
Westport 164 M/y 2011 50.00m Westport e30.00 million Westport  
Were Dreams M/y 2008 52.30m amels e29.90 million Moran yacht & ship 
satori M/y 2011 49.80m heesen  e29.80 million fraser yachts  
Nassima M/y 2012 49.19m acico yachts e29.50 million bluewater  
ab 166 M/y 2013 49.90m ab yachts e29.00 million ypi  
rochade M/y 2011 47.50m delta Marine e28.70 million camper & nicholsons | 
      fraser yachts  
Burkut M/y 2010 53.00m baglietto e27.00 million camper & nicholsons 
remember When M/y 2010 49.38m christensen e26.80 million hMy sales  
Katya M/y 2009 46.00m delta Marine e26.10 million burgess | Merle Wood 
harmony M/y 2010 50.00m Westport e25.00 million Moran yacht & ship 
south M/y 2008 53.30m rossi navi e24.80 million fraser yachts  
Zaliv iii M/y 2011 49.36m Mondo Marine e24.00 million Merle Wood & associates 
illusion i M/y 2010 46.00m benetti e23.70 million camper & nicholsons 
vf-15 M/y 2010 48.77m christensen e22.30 million Merle Wood & associates 
Wheels M/y 2009 50.00m trinity yachts e21.40 million iyc  
Xilonen V M/y 2009 50.00m Westport e21.30 million camper & nicholsons 
slojo M/y 2008 47.55m delta Marine e20.50 million fraser yachts  
Platinum M/y 2008 49.95m benetti e19.95 million burgess  
O’rama M/y 2010 53.54m golden yachts e19.90 million ocean independence 
imagination M/y 2010 47.00m benetti e19.80 million camper & nicholsons 
project 12 M/y 2012 46.57m cantieri di pisa e19.50 million burgess | oceanstyle yachts 
Blind Date M/y 2009 49.07m trinity yachts e18.60 million iyc  
anjilis M/y 2009 49.07m trinity yachts e18.60 million iyc  
streamline  M/y 2009 49.30m Mondo Marine e15.90 million iyc  
Mystic M/y 2010 46.00m cMb yachts e14.90 million bluewater  
Destination foxharb’r too M/y 2008 49.07m trinity yachts e14.90 million northrop & Johnson 
australis M/y 2010 48.00m oceanfast e14.90 million burgess  
Umbra M/y 2010 50.00m damen e11.20 million superyachts Monaco 
 
Big fish M/y 2010 45.00m McMullen & Wing e21.60 million y.co  
Ermis2 M/y 2008 37.60m McMullen & Wing e13.00 million ocean independence 
Mea Culpa M/y 2003 39.62m McMullen & Wing   e2.80 million curtis stokes  
        

Note: this list does not include concepts or yachts not yet launched. Despite our best efforts, it may not contain every yacht for sale in this search category. 

A precise number for the project’s 
completion isn’t an easy figure to come 
up with since there are so many possible 
options. “We know what it will cost to 
finish the yacht as Star Fish was going to 
be, but a prospective new owner might 
want to go in a very different direction 
from the original design, and we would 
want to give proper consideration to 
every client’s request.” said Eaglen. The 
same goes for completion time. “To 
finish her as she was going to be would 
take 18 months. Small changes can be 
accommodated within that time if they 
were decided early on. Larger changes 
requiring more substantial design and 
engineering work would start to extend 
the programme. In general terms, 
however, it’s safe to say that she can be 
sailed away brand new and customised 
to a new owner for the same or less than 
the price of an equivalent secondhand 
yacht, with a delivery time comfortably 
under two years.” 

In a demonstration of Star Fish’s value 
position in the current market, the 

chart below lists those yachts between 
46m and 54m and delivered in the last 
five years that are listed for sale. Their 
average value, based on their asking 
price, is 22.4 million euros. Although, 
as previously mentioned, an actual 

completion figure is difficult to discuss 
in general terms, Eaglen says that the 
pricing done to date on design concepts 
demonstrates that if that was the budget, 
Star Fish could be purchased and 
completed to a very high standard, even 
allowing for some substantial departures 

from the original design. Compare that 
with the cost of a custom new build at 
any shipyard of similar pedigree and the 
appeal of the yacht and its value versus 
investment required is clear. 

If a passionate new owner were to come 
on board, and with such an exciting 
project base on offer, the possibilities 
for the future of Star Fish are many, 
but crucially in this market they come 
without the standard price tag of the 
average brand new custom 50m yacht. 
A very interesting business prospect 
indeed.   g

Images: Brendon O’Hagan (fire shots), 
Tim McKenna, Neil Rabinowitz and 
courtesy of McMullen & Wing

To comment on this article, email issue 
142@superyachtreport.com with subject: 
Star Fish: Out of the Ashes

For some more concepts for the Star Fish 
hull from designers, please visit www.
superyachtnews.com/TSR/142

 
“it’s safe to say that she 
can be sailed away brand 
new and customised to a 
new owner for the same 
or less than the price of 
an equivalent secondhand 
yacht, with a delivery time 
comfortably under two 
years.” 


